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R & D of green furniture has gradually attracted academic research and industry 
attention. Many scholars and industry experts on green furniture has conducted 
extensive research, however, these studies mostly focused on the design, materials, 
manufacturing and other green technology research, basically ignored R & D of green 
furniture is not only a technological problem, but also a management issue. If green 
technology is the soul of green furniture, then project management for R & D is 
necessary means to achieve it. Both are indispensable. Therefore, doing research on 
project management for R & D of green furniture has great theoretical and practical 
significance. 
The paper makes an exposition of domestic green furniture R & D from the 
perspective of project management. For the "re-technology, light management" 
phenomenon which is widespread in today's R & D theory and practice, the paper 
expatiates green furniture process management from four stages: strategic planning, 
research and design, identification and transfer of trial production, meanwhile, using " 
Fuzzy AHP Evaluation Method " to evaluate the green furniture. The paper takes the 
green furniture R & D item of A furniture product Co., Ltd as a example in the latter 
part of it to analyze the progress, costs, quality of project management and the 
practical application of HR in the green furniture R & D. It aims to enhance the 
cognition of the comprehensiveness, systematic and operability of green furniture R & 
D project management. 
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